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• Elephant Memory...what do you want your customers to think, feel, say in
3/6/9/12 months when this is all over?
• What changes have you made to your business already to protect your
colleagues? How are you recognising their monumental efforts over the
past few days? What more do you need to do to help keep them and their
families safe?
• What alternative business models are available to you and where do you
start? How do you innovate in a way that makes commercial sense, but
also keeps you and your customers safe during the short term
• How do you continue to check in with how your colleagues and customers
feel so you know you are making good decisions, based on their needs?
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what we’ll cover in the next 60 mins

Functional
did it work

Convenience
was it easy

Emotional
how did I feel

How others feel about you and your business
during the next 3-6 months, will also define how
they feel from month 7 onwards...

3 dimensions of CX

what matters most...
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Elephant Memory
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recognising the needs of your people
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how do your colleagues feel?
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innovation will be key
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innovation will be key
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alternative, sustainable models

• What range can you comfortably restrict to, providing a good choice for customers and
keeping your operation as simple as possible?
• What can you do to keep everyday essentials like milk, bread, eggs in stock?
• Can you do 2/3 veg boxes, 2/3 meat boxes, 2/3 snack boxes, gin lovers box, beer lovers
box, etc, etc to make life simple for customers to order and for you to pick/pre-pick?
• Will you restrict the amount of products each customer can order?
• What will you do for substitutions in the event you can’t get everything you’ve advertised
and customers have ordered?
• How will you process refunds?
• Will they order online or over the phone - which phone number to use?
• What details do you need to give/collect to make it easy to match the order with the
collector?
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customer order

• Ideally you want customers to pay before they collect - removing the need
to handle cash, or interact with them when they come to collect
• If they pay before you’ve picked it, you might end up charging for
something you can’t give them - can you take the order, pick it and then
reconnect with the customer to advise them what is in their order and get
their charge accurate, paying only for what they receive and not
necessarily what they ordered?
• If something unavailable, I’d suggest substituting with a bigger/better/more
expensive alternative but letting the customer know you’ve done this, but
there is no additional charge to them.
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customer payment

• This really depends on the complexity of the offer you start out with, but when
communicating ordering windows and collection windows, give yourselves plenty of
time to get the pick done and completed well in advance of collection - you really don’t
want to be picking the items when the customer is sat waiting as mistakes will happen!
• Think about how you are intended to sort out orders that are picked - you will be
prepping tomorrows orders whilst storing todays for collection so you might need 2
alternating areas (todays “picked” becomes tomorrows “collect” to avoid getting orders
stored for the wrong days
• It wont just be ambient items so the same level of segregation needs to take place in
chilled areas and frozen areas too
• If you end up with a big operation, think about where you are going to pick from as the
shopfloor will have shorter coded items than the backstock areas BUT, there is no
point filling a shelf, to empty it again, to fill it again
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order picking

• Ensure any area that requires prep is giving a list of customer orders last thing at
night/first thing in the morning so they can prep customer orders BEFORE any
other prep that might need to be done
• Think about how you will be labelling up customer orders and have a discipline in
place so that those putting together the orders are all doing the same thing - (day
of collection/ time of collection /surname /order number /box 1 of 3, car reg, etc)
as this will help when collected and goods are handed over
• ensure that fresh and frozen boxes are included in the total to avoid someone
driving off only to discover that you did not give them their chilled/frozen items
• Build in some form of reconciliation between orders (at the end of each delivery
slot) you have handed over versus orders that are still due to be collected,
including a check on customer orders, number of boxes remaining so that any
problems can be resolved before the customer arrives
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order picking

• The purpose of this whole exercise is to ensure you, your teams and your
customers are able to stay safe from each other, observing social
distancing practices - this is the single point of failure if the handover of
goods is not planned well.
• How are you planning to marshal the car park? Are you having a collection
zone and if so, how do you let Mr Jones in the Blue Escort at the back
know it is his turn to drive up? How do you ensure that by avoiding getting
too close to customer A that you end up getting too close to customer B?
• How will the customer let you know they have arrived (suggest the
provision of a mobile number dedicated to this operation that they can call/
text) NB ideally not the owners or the ordering line and these are likely to
be busy
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order collection

• How will you double check that the car you are looking to deliver the food to is the right
vehicle? What if the order has been placed and a different vehicle is used (ordering for a
parent, collecting for a neighbour?).
• What information does the customer have to give you to enable you to locate their order and
get it to them?
• What if a customer asks you to put it in their boot (unless it is already open or can be opened
remotely, I would not suggest doing that and avoid the temptation of closing their boot)?
• How do you advise the customer to stay in their car until you have delivered their shopping,
assured them it is all there (they might want to check it themselves before they drive off?)
and retreated back into the shop?
• Remember the optics - this is the only window your customers have into your operation, so
what they see is what they’ll think. Have you got gloves on, are you clean and smart, do you
have the use of hand sanitiser that they can see you using before/after each delivery to a car.
Their perception is everything at this stage!
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order collection
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non face to face experiences
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get more feedback...
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“new normal” customer journey
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